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Ukraine receives additional U.S. security aid, Ukraine sanctions 10 former officials,
while Biden and EU prolong Russia sanctions starts drafting another dual citizenship bill
by Mark Raczkiewycz
KYIV – The seventh anniversary of
Russia’s seizure of the Ukrainian territory
of Crimea passed on February 27 as
President Volodymyr Zelenskyy signed a
number of measures and announced the
creation of an international platform to free
the peninsula and protect the rights of
Crimean Tatars.
In a video address to the nation on
February 26, Mr. Zelenskyy said the presidential decrees are “aimed at the de-occupation and reintegration of the Crimean
Peninsula.”
Without mentioning Russia in the fourand-a-half-minute video, the president
compared the illegal annexation of Crimea
as tearing “the heart” out of the country.
He continued: “We will never forget who
did this and we will never forget who
allowed it to be done.”
Statements of support from Ukraine’s
allies were made public during the week in
support of Ukraine’s sovereignty.
“The United States does not, and will
never, recognize Russia’s purported annexation of the peninsula, and we will stand
with Ukraine against Russia’s aggressive
acts,” U.S. President Joe Biden said in a
White House statement on February 26.
“We will continue to work to hold Russia
accountable for its abuses and aggression
in Ukraine.”
The following day, U.S. Secretary of State
Antony Blinken tweeted that “Russia’s inva-

sion and seizure of Crimea is a brazen
affront to the international order, and we
call on Russia to end its occupation of
Crimea immediately.”
Josep Borrell, the European Union’s foreign affairs minister, referred to Russia’s
annexation as “violent” and “illegal” while
saying that Brussels “remains steadfast in
its commitment to Ukraine’s sovereignty
and territorial integrity.”
Before The Ukrainian Weekly went to
print, the 27 EU ambassadors in Brussels
agreed on March 3 to extend sanctions on
177 individuals and 48 entities for an additional six months for allegedly undermining the territorial integrity of Ukraine,
according to reporting by Radio Free
Europe/Radio Liberty.
In a separate decision, asset freezes
imposed on former President Viktor
Yanukovych and seven others from his
cohort were also prolonged. In January
2019, a Ukrainian court found Mr.
Yanukovych guilty of high treason in absentia.
In a similar move, President Biden on
March 3 signed an executive order extending for one year Ukraine-related sanctions
against Russia.
Meanwhile, during a two-day visit to
Ukraine, which included a stop at the front
in the Donbas where a war against Russianled, supplied and trained forces simmers in
a seventh year, European Council President
(Continued on page 9)

Office of the President of Ukraine

Ukraine’s National Security and Defense Council meets in Kyiv on February 26.
By Mark Raczkiewycz
KYIV – Ukraine issued a third round of
sanctions imposing asset and property
freezes on 10 former high-ranking officials
in law enforcement, security and the military for violating their oaths during
Russia’s illegal annexation of Crimea.
National Security and Defense Council
(NSDC) Secretary Oleksandr Danilov
announced the restrictive measures at a
televised briefing on February 26.
Among the 10 sanctioned individuals

are former Security Service (SBU) chief
Oleksandr Yakymenko and ex-Minister of
the Interior Vitaliy Zakharchenko, both of
whom had fled to Russia, the national security chief said. The other eight individuals
include former military officers who reside
outside Ukraine.
A search in Russian media sites found
that Mr. Zakharchenko, for example, visited
Russia-occupied Sevastopol in Crimea six
years ago where he announced he had
(Continued on page 9)
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Ratings, Russia, reforms: what is driving Zelenskyy’s moves against Medvedchuk?
the punitive measures – as well as the
high-profile arrest last month of bankers
in an alleged $5.5 billion fraud case – may
Ukrainian President Volodymyr be driven more by the president’s desire
Zelenskyy got heads turning last month to bolster his sagging ratings and score
when his administration imposed what it points with the new U.S. administration
described as sanctions against individuals than by an intention to improve the rule of
and entities with strong ties to Russia, law and advance other reforms.
including three television stations and an
Morgan Williams, the president of the
influential tycoon who is close to U.S.-Ukraine Business Council, an associaPresident Vladimir Putin, in a surprise tion that represents dozens of foreign
show of force.
investors operating in Ukraine, said the
Advocates of reform hope the unprece- business community has reacted favorably
dented actions are signs that Mr. to Mr. Zelenskyy’s steps to weaken the
Zelenskyy is getting serious about deliver- political clout of figures seen by critics as
ing on the aggressive agenda of political agents of Russian influence but remains
and economic change that he outlined concerned about what comes next.
during the 2019 presidential campaign
“All this occurred so suddenly, without
but struggled to implement last year amid advance notice, that there are questions
concerns about backsliding.
about what happened to trigger the
However, some observers suspect that actions – and why now,” Mr. Williams, who
by Todd Prince
RFE/RL

is U.S.-based but travels frequently to
Ukraine, said in a telephone interview
with RFE/RL.
Business leaders hope the moves are
“not meant to distract domestic and international audiences from the tough judicial
reform choices Mr. Zelenskyy should
make,” he said.
That international audience includes
U.S. President Joe Biden, whose administration has promised to support Ukraine
in the face of Russian interference but is
also expected to press Kyiv for progress on
issues including judicial reform and fighting corruption.
The series of steps was set in motion on
February 2, when Mr. Zelenskyy signed off
on measures proposed a day earlier by the
National Security and Defense Council,
imposing sanctions on Taras Kozak, a lawmaker from the Moscow-friendly

Opposition Platform – For Life party, and
shutting down three television stations he
owns.
Many in Ukraine who back integration
with Europe see the stations – 112,
NewsOne, and ZIK – as “Russian Trojan
horses,” an instrument for planting proKremlin propaganda and disinformation
from within.
The perception of an influence campaign coming from inside Ukraine comes
hand-in-hand with pressure from across
the border. Russia seized control of the
Crimean Peninsula in 2014 and has given
military, political and financial support to
militants who control parts of two provinces in the eastern region known as the
Donbas, where a deadly separatist war is
almost seven years old.
(Continued on page 11)
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Ukraine, EU locked in clash
of cultures and values
by Oleg Varfolomeyev
Eurasia Daily Monitor
The Ukrainian government concluded a
series of agreements and held important discussions with European Union officials during Prime Minister Denys Shmyhal’s
February 9-11 visit to Brussels, where he cochaired the seventh meeting of the UkraineEU Association Council (UNIAN, February
13). Less progress was reached this time
compared to the sixth meeting, around the
same time last year, attended by Mr.
Shmyhal’s predecessor, Oleksiy Honcharuk.
This downgraded outcome stemmed partly
from the fact that the coronavirus crisis had
since overshadowed other developments
and shifted priorities on both sides. More
importantly, not much has changed in Kyiv’s
attitude after the signing of the EU
Association Agreement, including a Deep and
Comprehensive Trade Area, in June 2014.
Brussels has done little to penalize
Kyiv’s failures to meet its earlier commitments, though it continues to insist that
Ukraine should accept European values
and speed up rule-of-law and justice
reforms in order to attain more from the
EU. Kyiv, however, is seeking primarily economic benefits and political support in its
confrontation with Russia, while largely
ignoring those requirements from Brussels
that are difficult to grasp, let alone implement, for an immature but practical ruling
elite in a country suffering from decades of
kleptocracy and weakened by the “hybrid”
war waged by Moscow. As a result, neither
Kyiv nor Brussels remain fully satisfied.
As on previous occasions, the EU
encouraged Ukraine’s reform efforts and
reiterated its support for Ukrainian sovereignty in the joint statement summing up
the Association Council meeting. Addition
ally, the EU once again put the blame for the
lack of progress in the implementation of
the 2014 and 2015 Minsk agreements on
Russia. Finally, the European side repeated
its support for Ukraine’s territorial integrity
with regard to Crimea, which, as the EU
statement pointed out again, Moscow illegally annexed in 2014 (Kmu.gov.ua,
February 12). This continued political backing from Brussels is crucial to Kyiv especially
with regard to the Crimea problem, which
Moscow flatly refuses to even acknowledge
as a point for debate (TASS, February 12).
But on domestic matters, the EU had less
pleasant words for the Ukrainian government, which largely ignored the concerns
expressed at the Association Council meeting a year earlier. The January 28, 2020,
joint statement urged Ukraine to respect
ethnic minority rights and, in particular, to
implement the recommendations of the
Venice Commission – the European constitutional law watchdog – regarding language rights in education. This year’s statement repeated last year’s counsel on the
Venice Commission requirements almost
word for word. And notably, whereas last
year’s joint statement mentioned almost in
passing the need for Ukraine to “continue
strengthening the rule of law” (Consilium.
europa.eu, January 28, 2020) – probably
because Ukraine had scored an important
achievement in that regard in 2019 by
launching the anti-corruption court – this
time, the EU was more insistent and less
complimentary regarding Ukraine’s
endemic corruption. The year 2020 was
notoriously marked by numerous controversial decisions taken by Ukrainian courts,
as well as complaints by the independent
anti-corruption bodies of pressure from
President Volodymyr Zelenskyy’s team.

The joint statement this year pointed to
the “need for Ukraine to step up efforts on
strengthening the rule of law and to ensure
the independent and effective operation of
the anti-corruption institutions” as well as
“the need for credible integrity checks for
judges.” EU Executive Vice President Valdis
Dombrovskis told the European Parliament
that “comprehensive judiciary reform [in
Ukraine] is long overdue.” Mr. Dombrovskis
noted that the fight against corruption continued to be a key condition for EU assistance to the country (Ec.europa.eu,
February 9). Brussels did not conceal its
frustration over Kyiv’s failure to implement
its commitment to fight endemic corruption under both the EU’s macro-financial
assistance program and Ukraine’s program
with the International Monetary Fund. The
EU “stressed the importance of bringing to
justice those responsible for the large-scale
fraud at Privatbank” – Ukraine’s largest
bank, which was bailed out and nationalized in 2016 – again repeating a request
from a year ago word for word. To date,
none of the individuals allegedly involved
have been prosecuted.
Ukraine achieved more on economic and
trade matters, where much now depends
on the European bloc’s readiness to open
up its markets as well as the dexterity of its
bureaucratic machinery. The EU and
Ukraine agreed that it would be important
this year to conclude the Common Aviation
Area Agreement, which should facilitate
travel. The EU postponed the signing of the
agreement for several years, citing more
pressing legal clashes over Gibraltar
between the United Kingdom and Spain.
But with the UK now out of the EU, there
should be no more hurdles. A decisive
achievement for Ukraine is the European
side’s agreement to start consultations to
review trade liberalization for goods.
Ukraine has been insisting on this for a long
time, as the structure of its exports has
changed considerably since 2014, when the
current bilateral trade rules were agreed.
In particular, Ukrainian agricultural exports
have been far larger than metal exports
over the last several years, and trade with
the EU increased, while Russia lost its former significance as an export market for
Ukraine. The EU also agreed to assess
whether Ukraine is ready for an Agreement
on Conformity Assessment and Acceptance
of Industrial Goods, dubbed by Ukraine an
“industrial free-travel regime,” potentially
applicable to one-fifth of Ukraine’s exports
to the EU (Ukrinform.ru, February 17).
In the years since the signing of the
EU-Ukraine association deal, it became clear
that it is easier to achieve shared policy goals
when a common enemy, time constraints,
regulations, commercial interests, and negotiating skills loom larger. But when cultural
differences and divergent political values
clash, interaction becomes more difficult. In
this respect, Ukraine under Mr. Zelenskyy
does not differ significantly from the
Ukraine of his predecessors Petro Poroshen
ko or even Viktor Yanukovych. Progress in
bilateral relations was faster when the
Maidan revolution and Russian aggression
compelled the Europeans to act. But since
then, further movement toward closer integration slowed as the EU came to understand that despite all the positive changes
in Ukraine, it will still take much time and
effort to bridge the civilizational gap.
The article above is reprinted from
Eurasia Daily Monitor with permission from
its publisher, the Jamestown Foundation,
www.jamestown.org.

Biden says U.S. stands with Ukraine
U.S. President Joe Biden said the United
States will continue to back Ukraine against
Russian aggression and will never recognize the Kremlin’s annexation of its neighbor’s territory. Mr. Biden made the comments of support on February 26 as
Ukrainians mark the seventh anniversary of
Moscow’s steps to seize Ukraine’s Crimean
Peninsula. “The United States does not, and
will never, recognize Russia’s purported
annexation of the peninsula, and we will
stand with Ukraine against Russia’s aggressive acts. We will continue to work to hold
Russia accountable for its abuses and
aggression in Ukraine,” Mr. Biden said.
Russia in 2014 seized Crimea and backed
separatists in two provinces in eastern
Ukraine after protesters in Kyiv overthrew
pro-Kremlin President Viktor Yanukovych.
The war in eastern Ukraine has killed more
than 13,000 people to date and continues to
simmer. Mr. Biden played a key role in
mobilizing U.S. support for Ukraine against
the Kremlin’s aggression while serving as
vice-president in the Obama administration
from 2009 to 2017, making at least five visits to the region after the outbreak of hostilities. Mr. Biden last week reiterated U.S.
support for Ukraine in his first foreign policy speech directed at a foreign audience.
The U.S. president told the Munich Security
Conference on February 19 that Ukraine’s
territorial integrity and sovereignty was of
“vital importance” to Washington and
Brussels. Ukrainian President Volodymyr
Zelenskyy thanked Mr. Biden for his statement of support. “That’s what a real strategic partnership is for. Ukrainians highly
value the #US support: from territorial
integrity to strengthening defense capabilities & implementing reforms. United we
stand – divided we fall,” Mr. Zelenskyy
wrote on Twitter. Mr. Biden has yet to speak
one-on-one with Mr. Zelenskyy since taking
power on January 20. Mr. Zelenskyy has
said he hopes for a close relationship with
the Biden administration following tense
ties with his predecessor, Donald Trump,
who sought to improve relations with
Moscow. During a conversation with
reporters in 2018, Mr. Trump declined to
rule out recognizing Crimea as part of
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Russia. However, his Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo repeatedly said the United States
would never accept the annexation of the
peninsula. In a move viewed as an attempt
to improve the relations with the Biden
administration, Mr. Zelenskyy on February
25 appointed Oksana Markarova as the new
ambassador to Washington. Ms. Markarova,
a former finance minister, is highly regarded in the United States for her pro-reform
views. (RFE/RL)

$125 Million defense aid package

The Pentagon has announced a $125
million military aid package for Ukraine
that includes two armed patrol boats to
help the country defend its territorial
waters. In addition to the two Mark VI
patrol boats, the package also consists of
radars for countering artillery, support for
satellite imagery and analysis capability,
and equipment to support military medical
treatment and combat evacuation procedures. The Pentagon also said that the
remaining $150 million in military aid
approved by the U.S. Congress for the 2021
budget year will not be provided until the
departments of State and Defense are able
to certify to lawmakers that Ukraine has
made “sufficient progress on key defense
reforms this year.” The Pentagon said in a
statement on March 1 that “the
Department encourages Ukraine to continue to enact reforms that strengthen civilian
control of the military, promote increased
transparency and accountability in defense
industry and procurement, and modernize
its defense sector in other key areas in line
with NATO principles and standards.”
Ukraine has been locked in a dispute with
Russia, which annexed the Crimean
Peninsula in 2014 and threw its support
behind separatists in eastern Ukraine. The
conflict, now in its seventh year, has killed
more than 13,200 people and devastated
Ukraine’s industrial heartland. “This action
reaffirms the U.S. commitment to providing
defensive lethal weapons to enable Ukraine
to more effectively defend itself against
Russian aggression,” the statement said.
The impeachment in December 2019 of
former President Donald Trump centered
(Continued on page 10)
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UCCA statement celebrates Lesia Ukrainka UIA celebrates the 150th anniversary
of the birth of Lesia Ukrainka

The Ukrainian Congress Committee of
America released the following statement on
February 25 in celebration of the 150th
anniversary of the birth of Ukrainian poetess
Lesia Ukrainka, who was born on February
25, 1871.
On February 25 Ukrainians around the
world will celebrate the life of Larysa
Kosach-Kvitka, better known by her literary pseudonym – Lesia Ukrainka. Born on
the this day 150 years ago, Lesia became
the foremost woman writer in Ukrainian
literature, a leading figure in its modernist
movement, and an activist for the advancement of political, civil and women’s rights.
For over a century, her contribution to
Ukraine’s literature and identity has
inspired millions and will continue to do so
for years to come.
Born into a talented family, Lesia
Ukrainka had a number of influential people to mentor her from a young age. Her
mother, Olha Drahomanova-Kosach, was a
writer and publicist better known by her
literary pseudonym Olena Pehilka, and her
uncle, Mykhailo Drahomanov, was a wellknown Ukrainian scientist, historian and
public figure. Lesia’s early poetry was
inspired by Ukraine’s greatest literary figures – Taras Shevchenko and Ivan Franko.
Through the inspiration of these great historical figures, her love for her nation and
the written word flourished.
By the time she was eight, she had written her first poem titled “Nadia” (Hope),
and her first published poems “Konovalia”
(Lily of the Valley) and “Safo” (Sappho)
appeared in “Zoria,” the Lviv journal in
1884. Lesia and her brother organized a literary circle called “Pleyda” (The Pleiades),
which was founded to promote the development of Ukrainian literature and for the
purpose of translating foreign classics into
the Ukrainian language. Lesia had a strong

knowledge of many languages, including
Russian, Polish, Bulgarian, Greek, Latin,
French, Italian, German and English.
She actively opposed Russian autocracy
and promoted a free and independent
Ukraine. Lesia also penned epic poems,
dramas, prose, literary criticism, and a
number of sociopolitical essays. She was
best known for her plays “Boyarynya”
(1914; The Noblewoman) – a psychological
tragedy centered on a Ukrainian family living in the 17th century – and “Lisova pisnia” (1912; The Forest Song), whose characters include mythological beings from
Ukrainian folklore.
At a young age Lesia was diagnosed
with bone tuberculosis, a debilitating disease that forced her to travel often to places with dry climates where she could
receive treatment. Many of these treatments were torturous for the young
woman, as she often had to remain stationary for long periods of time. It was
through her poetry that she was able to
experience the freedom that her physical
body could not enjoy. Her words were her
wings that allowed her to soar even in her
darkest moments. From her poem “Contra
Spem Spero” (Hope Despite all Odds):
“Yes, I will laugh despite my tears, I’ll sing
out songs amidst my misfortunes, I’ll have
hope despite all odds, I will live! Away, you
sorrowful thoughts!”
Lesia’s last years were spent convalescing in Egypt and the Caucusus, before she
passed away on August 1, 1913, in Georgia.
Ukraine’s most prominent female poet is
buried at Baikove Cemetery in Kyiv.
The UCCA calls upon the Ukrainian
American community to celebrate the life
of the foremost female writer in Ukraine’s
literature – Lesia Ukrainka – whose body of
work not only presents universal themes,
but also reflects Ukraine’s struggle for
greater freedom.

Lesia Ukrainka: Ukrainian narrative
on the European literary canvas
by Oksana Sukhina
U.S.-Ukraine Foundation
WASHINGTON – February 25 marks the
150th anniversary of the birth of Larysa
Kosach-Kvitka – better known as Lesia
Ukrainka – who is widely recognized as one
of Ukraine’s foremost literary figures. A talented translator, folklorist, prominent public intellectual, and civil and women’s rights
activist, Ukrainka is best known for her
poems and plays affirming ideals of
humanism and the struggle for personal
and national freedom.
Raised in an aristocratic Ukrainian family in the small town in the Podillia region of
western Ukraine, Lesia was well-educated
and fluent in 10 languages. Her talents
allowed her to study the best works of
ancient and Western European literature
and philosophy and to translate the works
of, among others, Homer, Shakespeare,
Byron, Victor Hugo, Heinrich Heine, Adam
Mickiewicz, Ivan Turgenyev. Ukrainka’s
own works are suffused with a belief in her
country’s freedom and independence and
incorporate the richness of Ukrainian cul-

ture and folklore. She elaborated a
Ukrainian narrative and wove it into the
pan-European cultural canvas. The
Ukrainian Institute of London has produced an informative video that positions
Ukrainka as a pioneer of a new feminist literature at the leading edge of European
trends.
One interesting aspect of Lesia
Ukrainka’s personal life was that her passion for folk songs, myths, legends, rites
and customs helped her meet her future
husband, Klyment Kvitka, who as a freshman attended her presentation at the Kyiv
University Artistic and Literature Society in
November 1898. He had been collecting
Ukrainian folk songs since he was 16 and
Lesia helped him transcribe those she was
familiar with, as they originated from her
native Podillia region. A prominent ethnography scholar who published more than
6,000 folk songs, Klyment Kvitka remained
somewhat unfortunately in the shadow of
his genius wife whom he out-lived by 40
years. After Ukrainka’s death in 1913, he
helped publish the first seven-volume edition of her works, essays and letters.
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The following statement was released
on February 25 by the Ukrainian Institute
of America.
Today, February 25, we celebrate the
150th anniversary of the birth of Lesia
Ukrainka, who was the foremost woman
writer in Ukrainian literature and a leading
figure in its modernist movement. She was
also known as an activist for the advancement of political, civil and women’s rights.
The daughter of intellectuals, Lesia
Ukrainka had a number of influential people to mentor her from a young age. Her
mother, Olha Drahomanova-Kosach, was
better known by her penname Olena
Pchilka, and was a publisher, writer, interpreter and civil activist, and her mother’s
brother (Lesia’s uncle) was a renowned
scientist, philosopher, historian and public
figure, Mykhailo Drahomanov. Lesia’s
father, Petro Kosach, was a strong advocate
for the progress of Ukrainian culture, providing financial support for publishing
Ukrainian literature. Her brother, Mykhailo,
also gained recognition in the literary
world where he was known by the penname of Mykhailo Obachny.
During Lesia’s childhood, Russian was
the primary language in public education.
To ensure that their children gained a
proper appreciation for the Ukrainian language, it was the only language spoken in
the Kosach home, with Ukrainian tutors
seeing to their educational requirements.
With such individualized attention, Lesia
Ukrainka could read by the age of four,
and learned to read in a number of languages, enabling her to read great literary
works in the languages in which they had
been written.

Lesia Ukrainka was stricken with tuberculosis in 1881 and traveled widely thereafter in search of a cure. Her early lyrical
verse, influenced by Taras Shevchenko,
dealt with the poet’s loneliness and social
alienation and was informed by a love of
freedom, especially national freedom. The
collections “On the Wings of Songs”
(1893); “Thoughts and Dreams” (1899)
and “Echoes” (1902) established her as
the leading young Ukrainian poet of the
day.
She was active in the Ukrainian struggle
against tsarism and joined Ukrainian
Marxist organizations, translating the
Communist Manifesto into Ukrainian in
1902. In 1907 she was arrested and, following her release, was kept under observation by the tsarist police.
Lesia Ukrainka concentrated on poetic
dramas from about 1906 on. Her plays
were inspired by various historical
milieus, e.g. the Old Testament in “A
Woman Possessed” (1901) and “The
Babylonian Captivity” (1908), the world of
ancient Greece and Rome, and the early
Christian era in “In the Catacombs” (1906)
and “On the Field of Blood” (1911). Folk
songs and fairy tales provide the framework for “The Forest Song (1912), in
which Ukrainka reflects on the timeless
tension between exalted ideals and sordid
reality.
Lesia also wrote short stories and critical essays and did masterful translations of
works by Homer, William Shakespeare,
Lord Byron and Victor Hugo.
The life and works of Lesia Ukrainka are
well documented and remain as a tribute
to her contribution to Ukrainian literature
and identity.

Sen. Portman praises release
of $125 million in lethal security
assistance for Ukraine

WASHINGTON – On March 1, U.S.
Sen. Rob Portman (R-Ohio) released the
following statement after the Pentagon
announced a transfer of $125 million in
lethal security assistance to Ukraine to
include Mark VI patrol boats, counterartillery radars and tactical equipment,
continued support for satellite imagery
and analysis, as well as medical and
combat evacuation equipment These
funds represent the first half of the $250
million security package for Ukraine
that Sen. Portman championed in the
Fiscal Year 2021 National Defense
Authorization Act (NDAA) conference
report. Sen. Portman is the co-founder
and co-chair of the Senate Ukraine
Caucus and a member of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee.
“I am glad to see this $125 million
in lethal security assistance heading
to our ally Ukraine. It is clear that
Ukraine Security Assistance Initiative
continues to provide our allies in
Ukraine with the lethal security assistance they need to defend their sovereign territory – on the land, sea and
air. I’m proud to have led the effort in
Congress to secure this crucial funding. The Ukrainian military has
fought bravely and made tremendous

strides against Russian aggression. I
will continue to work with my colleagues in Congress to ensure the
United States continues to stand with
Ukraine in their fight to secure a
democratic, prosperous and independent future.”
For the past four years, Sen.
Portman championed language in the
annual NDAA that expanded U.S. military aid to Ukraine, while strongly
encouraging the Ukrainian government to continue their efforts in eliminating corruption and continuing with
much needed security sector reforms.
These provisions helped build the primary statutory framework for U.S.
security assistance to Ukraine, the
Ukraine Security Assistance Initiative.
In addition, he has repeatedly written
letters, delivered multiple floor
speeches, and pressed senior administration officials on the importance of
providing meaningful assistance to
help Ukraine stand up to Russia’s military aggression, and has pressed successive administrations to provide
lethal assistance to the country. Sen.
Portman also championed the bipartisan resolution marking the 85th anniversary of the Holodomor, passed by
the Senate in October 2018.
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Lesia Ukrainka experiences a renaissance as Ukrainians celebrate the 150th anniversary of her birth
by Roman Tymotsko
KYIV – Ukrainians marked the 150th anniversary of the
birth of Lesia Ukrainka with a variety of cultural events and
celebrations, including a new opera and an interactive
exhibition that highlighted the renown literary figure’s
work as a feminist, human rights activist, playwright and
ethnographer.
The campaign dedicated to the milestone anniversary of
Ukrainka’s birth was coordinated by the Ministry of
Culture and Information Policy of Ukraine and the State
Agency of Ukraine for Arts and Art Education, together
with the Ukrainian House and Postmen Agency, a digital
branding and public relations agency based in Ukraine.
“Even though the 150th anniversary is in February, we
are doing everything to make [Ukrainka’s] image blossom,
as in spring,” said Oleksandr Tkachenko, Minister of
Culture and Information Policy of Ukraine.
“I am glad that this year Lesia Ukrainka’s birthday is an
event not only for scientists, writers, or philologists,” Mr.
Tkachenko said. “Thanks to new technologies and creativity, we managed to attract Ukrainians to digital exhibits. We
consciously paid attention to having events for people both
offline and online.”
The epicenter for the celebrations commemorating
Ukrainka’s birth took place at the Ukrainian House in
European Square. The commemoration included an interactive exhibition that Mr. Tkachenko said would serve as a
venue where Ukrainians could delve more deeply into the
poet’s work and legacy.
“I want the anniversary to be a reason for everyone to
immerse themselves in the world of Lesia Ukrainka,” Mr.
Tkachenko said. “Ukrainians can reread her works and
learn more about her biography because Larysa Kosach is
not just an outstanding woman of that time, but she is
one of those figures who played a key role not only in literature but also in the history and formation of Ukrainian
identity.”
The commemorations here included a large-scale art
project titled “Lesia Ukrainka: 150 names.” The project
sought to demonstrate the depth and complexity of
Ukrainka’s life by showcasing all of the people, places, characters and struggles in the writer’s life.
“She never smiled in pictures,” said Pavlo Hudimov, the

Ministry of Culture and Information Policy of Ukraine

A visitor takes a picture of part of an exhibition commemorating the 150th anniversary of Lesia Ukrainka’s birth.
exhibition’s curator, as he showed members of the press
rare photographs of Ukrainka.
The “Lesia Ukrainka: 150 Names” project also included
the release of a new, 14-volume collection of Ukrainka’s literary work. A previous 12-volume edition was censored
by Soviet authorities. The new collection includes manuscripts written by Ukrainka which provide insight into the
author’s creative process.
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy and his wife,
Olena, visited the exhibition to look over the complete collection of Ukrainka’s works. “This is an exciting and cool
project,” Mr. Zelenskyy said. “Lesia Ukrainka is a vivid,
unique personality with a progressive worldview for her
generation and she remains relevant today. I think that

everyone who visits this exhibition will have a chance to
look at the genius of Lesia Ukrainka, whom they know
from school, and they will see a new, unusual perspective
and become even more interested in her work.”
The opening of the project “Lesia Ukrainka: 150 Names”
also featured the premiere of the opera “LE” directed by
Vlad Troitsky and performed by Kyiv’s Nova Opera.
“When I came up with the story, I had the task of modernizing, not simplifying the figure of Lesia,” Mr. Troitsky
said. “I wanted to show other facets behind the clichéd
image [of Ukrainka]. After all, most people know about her
only in a general context – she wrote poems. But not everyone realizes her powerful educational component, that
Lesia was an extremely educated person, an intellectual.”

Virtual Transatlantic Task Force on Ukraine provides an update on the Ukrainian reform agenda
by Adrian Karmazyn
Euromaidan Press
In an address in the Ukrainian parliament in December 2015, Joe Biden, the U.S.
vice president at the time, characterized
the “unrelenting aggression of the Kremlin
and the cancer of corruption” in an economy dominated by oligarchs as the biggest
threats to Ukraine’s independence, democracy and prosperity. He pledged continued
American support for Ukraine and called
on Ukrainians to vigorously pursue judicial
reforms and anti-corruption efforts. As
Ukraine marks the seventh anniversary of
the massacre on the Maidan during the
Revolution of Dignity, these issues remain
at the forefront of U.S-Ukraine relations and
were the subject of a recent Transatlantic
Task Force on Ukraine online discussion
held on February 22.
One of the speakers at that forum, Olena
Halushka of the Anticorruption Action
Center in Kyiv, said that, despite achieving
“tremendous progress” on the path of democratic transformation since 2014, there
remain “two very strong and powerful enemies” of Ukrainian reforms – the Kremlin
and Ukraine’s oligarchs who are “situational, natural allies in making Ukraine fail.”
Manifestations of their malign influence
can be seen in anti-Western and antireform narratives in the media and the
efforts of oligarch-friendly and Kremlinfriendly members of parliament and government to water down anti-corruption
legislation and weaken the National

Members of the Transatlantic Task Force on Ukraine take part in a virtual discussion
on February 22.
Anticorruption Bureau of Ukraine (NABU)
and the Specialized Anticorruption
Prosecutor’s Office (SAPO). Recent decisions of the Constitutional Court and Kyiv
Pechersk District Court have also undermined reform efforts. Ms. Halushka was
also critical of Prosecutor General Iryna
Venediktova for blocking some corruption
cases.
Ms. Halushka applauded the emphasis
that the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
and G-7 ambassadors in Ukraine have
placed on rejuvenating the High Council of
Justice through vetting of new members by
international experts and monitoring by
civil society. As the entity responsible for
judicial appointments and reprimanding
and removing corrupt judges, this is the
linchpin of judicial reform in Ukraine, she
explained. Judicial reforms are fundamental
to all others, she said, and noted that
Ukraine’s Western partners are doing a
good job in terms of establishing priority

conditionalities for assistance. However,
Ms. Halushka called on the international
community to be more proactive in combatting Kremlin aggression and influence,
citing Russia’s reinstatement into the
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of
Europe, despite Moscow’s ongoing largescale violations of human rights and the
sovereignty of its neighbors.
According to Vadym Miskyi of Detector
Media, Ukraine’s leadership did take an
important step in curbing Kremlin disinformation in Ukraine when the government
blocked the broadcasts of three Ukrainian
national television channels that have often
promoted narratives supporting the
Kremlin’s aggression in Ukraine, justifying
Russia’s annexation of Crimea and blaming
Ukraine for the war in the Donbas. These
stations (Channel 112, News One and ZIK)
are linked to Viktor Medvedchuk, known
among reformers as an odious Ukrainian
politician with strong ties to Vladimir Putin.

Most civil society organizations in Ukraine
have not objected to the banning of these
TV channels and do not see the move as an
encroachment upon freedom of the press,
concurring with the government’s justification that the decision was based on national security grounds, he explained.
Mr. Miskyi also discussed the important
role of public broadcasting – known as
Suspilne in Ukraine – which despite unstable funding, serves as a counterweight to
oligarch-controlled news media in Ukraine,
whose editorial policies are influenced by
the personal, political and financial interests of the station owners rather than an
adherence to journalistic ethics and mission. To help ensure the continued success
of Suspilne, he encouraged Western partners to be engaged in promoting the adoption by parliament of an improved funding
model for the organization and to discourage political interference in the work of the
company, insisting that its management
remain independent.
Also speaking about media was Ihor
Rozkladai of the Centre for Democracy and
Rule of Law (CEDEM). He expressed hope
that the new draft Law on Media will create
better enforcement mechanisms enabling
the National Council on Broadcasting to
levy more impactful sanctions for violations by media organizations. He also
called for stronger international cooperation in combatting disinformation, noting
the influence of Russian and Russian(Continued on page 6)
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Husak celebrates 101st birthday

The UNA ANNoUNces
ScholarShipS and awardS
for StudentS attending college
in the 2021-2022 academic year.
Students wishing to apply for a UNA scholarship or award must meet
the following criteria:

On February 20 Catherine Husak, a member of UNA Branch 173, celebrated her 101st
birthday. To mark the occasion, she was joined by several members of Ukrainian
National Association Branch 173 and parishioners of St Nicholas Ukrainian Catholic
Church in Wilmington, Del. The celebration at her home included flowers along with
a traditional Ukrainian torte. Everyone joyfully sang Mnohaya Lita (Many Years) and
Happy Birthday. Mnohaya Lita, Pani Husak!
– Eugene Serba

Mission Statement
The
• to promote the principles of fraternalism;
Ukrainian • to preserve the Ukrainian, Ukrainian American and
Ukrainian Canadian heritage and culture; and
National
Association • to provide quality financial services and products
to its members.
exists:
As a fraternal insurance society, the Ukrainian National Association reinvests its
earnings for the benefit of its members and the Ukrainian community.

l Have been an active, premium-paying UNA member for at least
two years by June 1st of 2021;
l Have had a life insurance policy or an annuity, valued at a minimum
of $5,000 during the last two years (term policies excluded);
l Be enrolled in an accredited college or university in USA or Canada.
The application for a UNA scholarship or award must be postmarked no
later than June 1, 2021.
For complete details and applications, please call the UNA Home Office
or visit the Our Benefits page on the UNA website at:
www.UNAInc.org

Ukrainian National Association, Inc.
2200 Route 10, Parsippany, NJ 07054
800-253-9862 ext. 3035
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The Ukrainian Weekly
Lesia Ukrainka
Larysa Kosach-Kvitka – known by her literary pseudonym Lesia Ukrainka –
was born on February 25, 1871. She died on August 1, 1913, at the age of 42 following a life-long battle with tuberculosis. The illness struck when she was still
a young girl. It developed first in her hands, then her legs and finally in her
lungs. As a result of both her illness and the treatments she received at the time
to fight her tuberculosis, she could write only in irregular intervals. She spent
much of her life seeking medical help in the Caucasus, Egypt, Germany and Italy.
Despite the severe and often debilitating physical struggles she endured,
Ukrainka maintained a deep optimism and hope for the future.
“Yes, I will laugh despite my tears, I’ll sing out songs amidst my misfortunes,
I’ll have hope despite all odds, I will live! Away, you sorrowful thoughts!” she
wrote in the poem “Contra Spem Spero” (Hope Despite all Odds).
Ukrainka lived at a difficult time, a period of oppression and Russification. All
printing in the Ukrainian language was prohibited by the authorities. From her
earliest years, Lesia knew what her mission in life should be and pursued it with
passion despite oppression and illness. It was a nine-year-old child who, in her
first poem titled “Nadia” (Hope), wrote “Ni doli, ni voli u mene nema/Ostalasya
tilky nadia odna” (Neither fortune, nor freedom have I/Hope alone remains).
We can only imagine what Ukrainka must have felt at such a young age to write
about such deep suffering, and yet express such remarkable optimism, determination and bravery.
Ukrainka is rightly regarded as one of Ukraine’s leading literary figures.
Sadly, her work has not received the attention it deserves in the Englishspeaking world. It is often noted that her work – unlike Taras Shevchenko’s –
has not been widely translated into English. The translations that do exist are
said to lack the lyric quality and fire found in the original Ukrainian. The problem, as the Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute recently noted, is that “the
complexity of her work – ancient tropes, complex meter, etc. – make it particularly challenging to translate in a way that conveys both meaning and form.”
There is, however, reason for optimism. The Ukrainian Institute London
recently announced that, to mark the 150th anniversary of Ukrainka’s birth, it
has launched a competition to translate her work from Ukrainian to English (For
more information about the contest, readers are encouraged to visit http://
ukrainianinstitute.org.uk/news_853/). We hope that, as a result of this competition, English language translations of Ukrainka’s work will emerge that better
represent the full power, beauty and complexity of her work. Until then, we join
others in celebrating the life and accomplishments of one of Ukraine’s greatest
literary figures. Mnohaya Lita, Lesia Ukrainka!

March

Turning the pages back...

5

Fifteen years ago, on March 5, 2006, the Elias artistic-historical museum in Riga, Latvia, hosted an exhibition showcasing the
works of Lesia Ukrainka, on the occasion of the 135th anniversary of the poet’s birth.
The exhibition was organized by the cultural-enlightenment
society, in cooperation with the Embassy of Ukraine in Latvia and a range of public organizations in Latvia under the joint project “Let’s Be Acquainted: We Are Ukrainians.”
Raul Chilchava, ambassador of Ukraine to Latvia, noted the significant contribution of
Ukrainka’s works to Ukrainian and world literature, stressing the necessity to organize
such events to promote friendly relations between countries. Within the framework of
the exhibition, a performance of Ukrainka’s best-known drama, “Forest Song” (Lisova
Pisnia) was staged by Latvia pupils.
Going back to February 27, 1971, The Ukrainian Weekly’s editorial that was dedicated
to the centennial of Lesia Ukrainka’s birth stated: “…one of the fiery Ukrainian writers
and a literary figure second in stature only to Taras Shevchenko. Born in Volynia in a cultured family, Laryssa Kosach-Kvitka, as she was known by her family name, wrote her
first poem at the age of nine. Studious, intelligent and burning with creative genius that
undermined her already frail health plagued by tuberculosis, Lesia Ukrainka left a treasury of poetic and dramatic works which established her as one of the most original
writers in Europe. Prematurely dead before she had reached her 42nd birthday, Lesia
Ukrainka is revered by Ukrainians the world over for her spirit, for the strength of courage, which helped her to emerge from the depths of physical suffering without falling
into despair. ‘Contra Spem Spero’ – hoping against hope – was as much her own sustenance as the message she left for her suffering people. A proud Ukrainian, she scorned
docile servility and forged the ‘spirit of the flame’ as a legacy for her people. There is
need today for this spirit to burn and to live by. That we would do so was perhaps Lesia’s
greatest hope.”
Lesia Ukrainka continues to play an important part in Ukrainian life, including the
schools of Ukrainian studies that are named in honor of Lesia Ukrainka, to Ukrainian
organizations that have her as their patron, among other examples. A bust monument of
Lesia Ukrainka can be found on the grounds of the Soyuzivka Heritage Center in
Kerhonkson, N.Y., which is owned by the Ukrainian National Foundation, the charitable
arm of the Ukrainian National Association. The monument is located in front of the Main
House, near the Vorokhta building.

2006

Source: “Latvia hosts Lesia Ukrainka exhibit,” (Ukrinform), The Ukrainian Weekly, March
5, 2006.
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Virtual Transatlantic...
(Continued from page 4)
financed programming and media outlets
in Europe.
Denys Denysenko, executive director of
the Reanimation Package of Reforms (RPR)
coalition, a co-organizer of the event, talked
about efforts in parliament to weaken the
role of Ukrainian civil society organizations,
particularly through restrictions on advocacy work and “foreign agents” (i.e., reform
experts funded by Western donors). Some
of these initiatives were “synchronized
with a discreditation campaign,” most notably labeling reformers as Sorosiata (alleged
lackeys of philanthropist George Soros) and
accompanied by other anti-Western narratives, he said. These and other measures
are having a chilling effect on the participation of civil society in policy development
and reform.
Andrii Osadchuk, a member of the
Ukrainian parliament and a deputy chairperson of the Committee on Law
Enforcement, provided a parliamentary
perspective on reform challenges. He said
it is important to keep in mind that for the
past seven years Ukraine has been trying to
implement a huge number of reforms
simultaneously, adding that today it is
important to focus on building “management capacity” for the implementation of
these reforms. And although the prosecution of cases of high-level corruption is very
important, there also needs to be a focus on
corruption prevention and a prioritization
of good and ethical governance. Mr.
Osadchuk explained that success in the war
against corruption requires breaking
through a seemingly impenetrable “huge
wall” – the courts – so the paramount priority is for everyone to be maximally
focused on the judicial system. “Without
court reform, nothing will happen,” he said.
It is also important for the west to support the reform agenda in the regions, with
many new local stakeholders being
empowered through decentralization to be
agents of change.
Commenting on how the new administration in Washington might open the door
for improved U.S.-Ukraine relations and
engagement, Andrii Osadchuk said: “For
Ukrainian society and Ukrainian politicians,
it’s absolutely unique that the president of
the United States knows by name a lot of
people here in Kyiv and Ukraine. … That’s
why it’s definitely a window of opportunity
before us,” making it easier to encourage
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy
and his circle to fulfill their reform commitments.
At the recent Munich Security
Conference, President Biden delivered a
key statement about Western support for
Ukraine: “Putin seeks to weaken the
European project and our NATO Alliance.
He wants to undermine transatlantic unity
and our resolve, because it’s so much easier
for the Kremlin to bully and threaten individual states than it is to negotiate with a
strong and closely united transatlantic
community. That’s why standing up for the
sovereignty and territorial integrity of
Ukraine remains a vital concern for Europe
and the United States,” Mr. Biden said.
During the TTFU webinar, Jonathan
Katz, a Senior Fellow at the German
Marshall Fund, commented that “the
Biden administration has been very clear,
crystal clear about continued support,
defensive support and military support for
Ukraine” and that he also expects a new
American emphasis on Ukrainian democratic reforms.
“Clearly this is a moment in time with a
new Administration in Washington refocused on Ukraine to help Ukraine move forward on key reforms [and] support
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Ukrainian civil society’s efforts,” Mr. Katz
said. “Democratic reforms were not a topline White House priority [for the Trump
Administration], whereas with this incoming administration, the Biden administration, democracy, rule of law, combatting
corruption is a top priority. The president
has spoken about this, and I think that this
same line of combatting these issues and
addressing them is also shared in Brussels.”
Mr. Katz added that “the democracy and
rule of law component are important not
only to addressing the internal [Ukrainian]
challenges but also clearly a component
and a prerequisite for integration” with the
EU and NATO.
Similarly, Orest Deychakiwsky, a former
senior policy advisor at the Helsinki
Commission, said: “There is a broad consensus here in Washington that the Biden
Administration offers not only a return to
normality after the last four years, but also
the prospects of and actually deepening of
U.S.-Ukraine relations.”
Furthermore, Mr. Deychakiwsky said,
“President Biden himself knows Ukraine as
no other U.S. president before him – he has
a long standing track record dating back
not only as Vice-President but even back to
his Senate days. And those working on
Ukraine in this administration, especially at
the State Department, have a deep knowledge of Ukraine – one that I don’t think I’ve
ever seen before in all my years of working
in Washington… It’s still very early, because
it’s only a month in, but we’ve already seen
high-level phone calls with counterparts at
DoD [the Department of Defense] and the
Secretary of State [Antony Blinken] with
[Ukrainian Foreign Affairs Minister
Dmytro] Kuleba.”
Mr. Deychakiwsky added that there is
strong bipartisan Congressional support
for Ukraine and “both the new administration and Congress are fully cognizant of the
dangers posed by Russia not only for
Ukraine, but for our own country and our
allies and democratic partners. So, I think
there are grounds for optimism for
renewed, definitely more vibrant U.S.Ukraine partnership.” The main impediments to such an energized partnership are
the many competing priorities and challenges that the Biden administration must
deal with and, even more significantly, the
lack of progress on rule-of-law and anticorruption reforms in Ukraine.
Bruno Lete of the German Marshall
Fund’s office in Belgium offered a European
perspective to the discussion: “Ukraine,
here in Brussels, still has a lot of attention,
it remains a big item on the EU political
agenda. I would agree with my colleagues
that there is actually an opportunity for
Ukraine to become a more and more transatlantic issue, where Europe and the United
States may cooperate. … The fight against
corruption remains a top priority for the
EU. These reforms are essential so that
Ukraine, but most of all the Ukrainian people, can benefit from the EU-Ukraine
Association Agreement” and free trade
pact.
The Kyiv moderator of the Transatlantic
Task Force on Ukraine forum was Denys
Davydenko, advocacy manager at
Reanimation Package of Reforms (RPR).
TTFU is led by the Germany Marshall Fund
of the United States and the Reanimation
Package of Reforms coalition in Ukraine.
TTFU contributes to strengthening relations, advancing democratic and rule-oflaw reforms and furthering Ukraine’s EuroAtlantic integration and security. Video of
the webinar can be viewed at the following
website: https://youtu.be/vL148CNYAMY.
Adrian Karmazyn is a former chief of the
Voice of America’s Ukrainian Service. This article originally appeared in Euromaidan Press
and is republished here with permission.
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Rethinking Shevchenko (in a good way)
by Alex Kuzma
For several decades now, February has
been designated as Black History Month.
For Ukrainian Americans, the month of
March has always been the closest equivalent of Ukrainian History Month. Year after
year, until the COVID-19 pandemic struck,
March was the month when Ukrainian
schoolchildren were taught to honor Taras
Shevchenko, the quintessential spiritual
leader and Founding Father of the modern
Ukrainian nation.
While our Irish friends celebrated St.
Patrick’s Day with wild revelry and drinking songs, we Ukrainian kids did not look
forward to March with quite the same level
of glee. For many of us, the weeks leading
up to Shevchenko’s birthday were full of
anxiety and stress as we had to overcome
our stage fright and memorize long stanzas
of Shevchenko’s poetry – poems full of
heartbreak and cries of anguish over a
nation still suffering from centuries of
Tsarist colonialism, serfdom, cultural genocide and Soviet tyranny. Let’s be honest:
For most of us, celebrating Shevchenko was
not a “feel good” experience that generated
lots of happy childhood memories. This
was no happier an experience for our parents and teachers (bless their souls) who
felt obligated to continue this time-honored
tradition but had no idea how to make it
more child-friendly, much less creative, or
intellectually rewarding.
Cowering under “The Bard’s” glowering
portrait, we may have been less than
inspired as we dead-panned his verses
with forced pathos. Still, we did our best to
do him justice.
Ukraine’s struggle for freedom and justice is far from over. But as Ukraine and the
diaspora prepare to celebrate 30 years of
Ukrainian independence, it is worth taking
a fresh look at this remarkable human
being – not only as a historical figure relevant to Ukrainians, but as an inspiring role
model for the entire world community – a
world starved for genuine political heroes.
When Shevchenko died in 1861 at the
young age of 47, there was little hope that
his dream of freedom could ever be
achieved. Three weeks after his death, Tsar
Aleхander II began the emancipation of
serfs, but the vast majority of Ukrainians
continued to live in a state of abject poverty.
The Ukrainian language was at risk of
extinction, actively suppressed by the
Russian authorities, and despite all of
Shevchenko’s passionate writing, there was
only a handful of Ukrainian intellectuals
that were prepared to carry on his mission.
Despite our cultural tendency toward
pessimism, it is worth recognizing that
many of Shevchenko’s most cherished
dreams are being fulfilled.
First, the Ukrainian language that
Shevchenko championed is now spoken by
nearly 40 million people worldwide (and
this number is growing, now that more
Russian speakers in Ukraine are making a
concerted effort to learn their ancestral language). Compare this to less than one million Irish citizens that still speak Gaelic
(Even the most zealous adherents of the
radical Irish Republican Army and Sinn
Fein speak the King’s English – their
oppressor’s language, albeit with a heavy
brogue). Only 6 million people speak
Danish. Yet no one would deny that for all
its similarities with other Scandinavian languages, Danish is distinctive with its own
value and literature. There are other beautiful languages that face extinction. Navajo,

Chippewa and Lakota, for eхample, are spo- his artistic passions. Although their Asian
ken by no more than 200,000 Americans heritage and Islamic faith was different
each. And Cheyenne – one of the most from his own, Shevchenko was one of the
beautiful of the Native American languages first white Slavs to treat them as equals.
– has only 2,000, mostly elderly fluent The Kazakhs honored Shevchenko by namspeakers.
ing a city, a harbor and national monuBeyond the advancement of the ments after him (Why were we never
Ukrainian language and literature, taught this in Ukrainian school?).
Shevchenko was a passionate advocate for
In his own life, Shevchenko was a practieconomic justice and an end to serfdom. tioner of non-violent resistance. But he
Here, too, there is reason for hope. Despite also believed that a nation has the right to
chronic corruption that has crippled its defend itself militarily from outside aggreseconomic growth, Ukraine has achieved 98 sors, and to depose tyrants by violent
percent literacy. Advanced technology and means if necessary.
higher education have enabled millions of
In one of his poems, Shevchenko asked
Ukrainians to work their way out of pover- plaintively when Ukraine would be blessed
ty and to create a viable middle class. And with a leader of Washington’s stature.
Ukrainians are gaining worldwide recogniBut unlike America’s Founding Fathers,
tion as some of the most innovative and Shevchenko was not a slaveowner.
successful professionals on the planet.
Shevchenko was himself born a serf – an
Ukrainians no longer need to
assimilate into Russian society in
“As one of the first exemplars
order to gain recognition for their
accomplishments.
of non-violent resistance to
As one of the first exemplars
Russian tyranny, Shevchenko
of non-violent resistance to
Russian tyranny, Shevchenko
helped to inspire at least five
helped to inspire at least five
non-violent revolutions in
non-violent revolutions in
Ukraine – revolutions that would
Ukraine – revolutions that
rival the greatest accomplishwould rival the greatest acments of Mahatma Gandhi, Lech
Walesa or Martin Luther King, Jr.:
complishments of Mahatma
the Ukrainian dissident moveGandhi, Lech Walesa or Marment of the 1960s thru the
1980s; the Zeleny Svit environtin Luther King, Jr.”
mental movement that challenged the Soviet coverup following the Chornobyl nuclear disaster; the indentured servant who was born into
Rukh movement for independence; the stu- abject poverty. As a youngster, he was subdent hunger strikes of 1990; the Orange jected to savage beatings, and he had to be
Revolution of 2004; and the Euro-Maidan bought out of servitude by an aristocrat
Revolution of Dignity of 2013-2014.
who admired his genius and his talent as an
We could add the 40 years of martyr- artist. So, Shevchenko was an abolitionist
dom, spiritual witness and resistance by who befriended Ira Aldridge and made
the underground Ukrainian Catholic common cause with blacks who fought for
Church and the Ukrainian Autocephalous emancipation in the United States as well
Orthodox Church.
as Russians who fought for the end of serfThe poetic seeds that Shevchenko scat- dom.
tered across the Ukrainian countryside
Shevchenko was not a Marxist. Beyond
have led to a rich harvest. Shevchenko has his hatred of feudalism and serfdom, he did
inspired millions of Ukrainians to show not subscribe to any particular economic
remarkable courage and resiliency. Despite theory – either socialist or capitalist. But
decades of brutal reprisals, forced famine he certainly fought for social justice and he
and genocidal policies, Shevchenko’s ghost demanded that the poor be treated like
and his passionate poetry have taught gen- human beings. He understood the power
erations of Ukrainians how to speak truth dynamics and institutional structures that
to power, to defy evil, to denounce hypocri- kept entire swaths of society oppressed
sy and to fight for human rights.
and downtrodden while oligarchs and arisWhat our parents and Ukrainian school- tocrats accumulated wealth, depriving the
teachers never quite taught us was that poor of fair wages or financial security.
Shevchenko was also a man far ahead of his
During the turbulent year 2020, after the
time. He was not a bigot or a chauvinist. As murder of George Floyd in Minneapolis,
a Ukrainian patriot, he was also a multi-cul- Americans have been forced to confront the
turalist. He respected other cultures and ugly legacy of white supremacy and the
the inherent rights of other nationalities. impunity with which black men and
When he wrote “і chuzhoho nauchaites” women are still being murdered in broad
(and learn about others) that was not just a daylight.
polemical nicety. Shevchenko understood
In 2020 America grappled with its comthat by respecting other cultures, by “learn- plicated past and many Americans sought
ing what is foreign to us,” and by honoring to cling to their old illusions about some of
other nations’ struggle for freedom, we win their national heroes, condemning what
respect for our own. And by honoring the has been called “cancel culture.” From
dignity of other peoples, we will not be so Columbus to Francis Scott Key to Robert E.
easily tempted to become bigots or racists Lee, Americans were challenged to face up
or oppressors in our own right.
to the most sordid aspects of their history:
When the tsar exiled him to Kazakhstan slavery, Jim Crow, institutional racism,
for 10 years of hard labor, Shevchenko police brutality, white supremacy and the
befriended his Kazakh neighbors. He did suppression of human rights. Many heroes
not treat them as racially or culturally infe- were torn down from their pedestals.
rior, and the Kazakhs returned his respect.
Many of our Founding Fathers do not
When the tsar prohibited Shevchenko from hold up well under the scrutiny of history
writing and painting, the Kazakhs provided or the passage of time. George Washington
him with the supplies he needed to pursue and Thomas Jefferson may have been

champions of liberty in the abstract, and
we can be grateful for their vague vision of
a society where all men (and women) are
created equal. But in their private lives,
these were men who fell far short of their
lofty ideals.
There is much to admire about our first
president. His farewell address showed
how a president can uphold democratic
values and relinquish power with grace and
dignity. His visit to a synagogue in Rhode
Island showed his deep commitment to
religious liberty. But Washington was also
a slaveholder who kept more than 300
human beings in bondage. When one of
them escaped, Washington had her
whipped ruthlessly.
Similarly, Thomas Jefferson had ambivalent feelings about slavery. But during his
lifetime, like many slaveowners, Jefferson
used his power to coerce Sally
Hemmings, and possibly other slaves,
to bear his children – children that
were born into slavery, though they
were emancipated following Jefferson’s
death.
In poems like “Naimychka” (the
“Hireling” or “Servant Girl”),
Shevchenko wrote eloquently and compassionately about the plight of countless Ukrainian women who fell victim
to the brutal realities of economic
inequality, male domination and sexual
exploitation.
We are all sinful people, and even
our heroes fall short of the traits we
would like to ascribe to them. But even
with the passage of time, Shevchenko’s
integrity holds up remarkably well – even
under the harshest spotlight and the most
stringent values of the modern era.
Unlike many European countries that
have fallen under the influence of Vladimir
Putin and his lavish financing of right-wing
parties, white supremacists and anti-immigration extremists, the vast majority of
Ukrainians have refused to stoop to bigotry
or hatred of “the Other.” Even after Mr.
Putin invaded Crimea and war broke out in
the Donbas, Ukrainians welcomed Crimean
Tatars and refugees from the east. Despite
seeing 1.3 million people displaced from
their homes, Ukraine did not experience a
refugee crisis.
As descendants of Shevchenko’s political
maturity and multicultural patriotism, we
can take pride in knowing that modern
Ukraine elected a man of Jewish heritage by
a landslide. He received 70 percent of the
vote. Unlike many of its neighbors, Ukraine
has maintained a firm commitment to religious freedom and ecumenism. Ukrainians
have demonstrated not only superficial,
inter-ethnic “tolerance,” but they have
expressed a deep solidarity with other
oppressed peoples.
As the world changes, and as our understanding of history evolves, hopefully our
political vision in the diaspora will also
mature. And as we mature, it is worth
rethinking Shevchenko as a complex figure
and genuine hero whose basic human
decency measures up to even our most
stringent moral standards.
Alex Kuzma is the chief development officer of the Ukrainian Catholic Education
Foundation, a U.S.-based organization that
supports and funds the growth and operation of the Ukrainian Catholic University
(UCU) in Lviv. The opinions expressed in this
commentary are his own and do not necessarily represent the views of any organization with which he is affiliated.
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Ukraine receives...
(Continued from page 1)
Charles Michel blamed Moscow for not doing
enough to uphold a cease-fire agreement that still
hasn’t taken hold since it was brokered twice in
2014 and 2015.
Speaking at the Shchastya civilian entry-exit
crossing point in the Luhansk region, Mr. Michel
said sanctions would be prolonged against Russia
for its inaction in holding to the terms of the agreement.
He added that “Russia is a party to this conflict
and not a mediator.”
According to the Strasbourg-based European
Court of Human Rights’ (ECHR) decision from
December, Russia’s occupation of Crimea started
on February 27, 2014.
“On February 27, 2014, over 100 heavily armed
men stormed the buildings of the Supreme
Council and the Council of Ministers of the
Autonomous Republic of Crimea,” the ECHR decision said. The militants also blocked key infrastructure, including Ukrainian military and naval
posts based on the peninsula.
The previous day, Crimean Tatars held their biggest rally at the peninsula’s parliamentary building
in Simferopol in support of a unitary Ukraine.
Since Russia’s takeover of the region, those individuals who have remained have been systemically
persecuted, kidnapped, killed or disappeared.
The invasion came in the wake of the EuroMaidan revolution that saw Mr. Yanukovych abandon office for self-exile in Russia amid a popular
uprising against his kleptocratic and increasingly
authoritarian rule.
On March 1, 2014, he wrote a letter to Russian
President Vladimir Putin asking him to send military personnel into Ukraine.
Initially, Mr. Putin denied Russian soldiers took
part in the Crimean invasion.
“Russia has not deployed any troops in Crimea,”
Mr. Putin was quoted as saying on March 4, 2014.
He instead called the armed men “local selfdefense forces.”
A month later on April 17, 2014, the Russian
president gloated that he had ordered the invasion

Ukraine sanctions...
(Continued from page 1)
obtained Russian citizenship and was
working as a senior consultant for Russian
state defense conglomerate Rostec.
In the aftermath of the pro-democracy
Euro-Maidan uprising in February 2014,
SBU officials say Mr. Yakymenko ordered
thousands of highly classified files be taken
to Russia. He fled to Russia together with
former President Viktor Yanukovych, four
senior SBU officials and about a dozen
experienced security officers who were
subordinate to him.
“All these 10 people are deprived of all
state awards and ranks. They do not have a
single Ukrainian title today. The maximum
pool of sanctions allowed by our legislation
is 13 points,” Mr. Danilov said.
On the agenda for the next NSDC meeting, scheduled for March 12, is the status of
ongoing investigations into “treason, desertion, terrorist activity and violation of
oaths,” the council’s press service said.
The NSDC also ordered the Cabinet of
Ministers to draft a bill in the next two
months on dual citizenship. Mr. Danilov
said the issue is of “grave importance.”
Speaking of Ukrainians living in occupied Crimea and the Russian-controlled
parts of the Donbas who are either forced
or coerced into taking Russian citizenship,
Mr. Danilov said that once they are freed or
“released, I think that they will all refuse
these [Russia-issued] papers which were
given to them.”
However, the government’s bill aims to not
allow citizens of other countries to hold public office or work in the civil service, he said.

“If a person wants to be a member of
parliament, wants to be a minister, wants to
work in local governments, be a deputy of
local, village or other councils, you and I
should know that they are a citizen of
Ukraine,” Mr. Danilov said. “If they have
other citizenship, they must make this
known and, before making a decision, must
renounce their second citizenship. They
must be only a citizen of Ukraine.”
President Volodymyr Zelenskyy has
acknowledged Ukraine’s growing demographic crisis and in his inauguration speech
in May 2019 he called on Ukrainians abroad
to help build a stronger state.
“Today, I appeal to all Ukrainians in the
world. There are 65 million of us,” he said.
“Ukrainians in Europe and Asia, in North
and South America, Australia and Africa – I
appeal to all Ukrainians on the planet!”
Upon regaining independence in 1991,
Ukraine had a population of nearly 52 million people. The World Bank estimates the
country’s current population is 44.6 million, while the European Commission places the number at 42 million.
A United Nations report from last year
says that, if current trends continue,
Ukraine could lose a fifth of its population
by 2050.
In November 2019, the Ukrainian World
Congress (UWC), which represents more
than 20 million people of Ukrainian heritage in over 60 countries, jointly submitted
a bill to the presidential office on dual citizenship with the Kyiv-based National
Institute of Strategic Studies.
It was drafted at Mr. Zelenskyy’s request
and originally was designed to treat all
Ukrainians equally and would allow naturalized Ukrainians to keep their previous
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of Crimea in which Russian military personnel
were deployed.
Nearly 50 countries, including the U.S., Canada,
Britain, Japan, Australia and Switzerland have
sanctioned Russia for its aggression toward
Ukraine. Some of the restrictive measures include
a ban on importing products from Crimea, on
flights to airports and calls to seaports, and limitations on trade and investment.
Meanwhile, the Russia-instigated war in
Donbas has killed more than 14,000 people and
internally displaced over a million more.
On March 1, the Pentagon announced it had
awarded Ukraine a $125 million U.S. military aid
package. The assistance includes two Mark VI
patrol boats for Ukraine’s growing mosquito fleet,
counter-artillery radar, as well as satellite imagery
augmentation and analysis capability.
Another $150 million is contingent upon Kyiv
meeting key reform benchmarks this year, the U.S.
Defense Department said. Since 2014, Ukraine has
received more than $2 billion in security aid from
Washington.
In February, 11 Ukrainian servicemen were
killed, mostly from sniper fire, in eastern Ukraine
where the war simmers in two regions. Ukrainian
military intelligence recently stated that at any
given time a group of 50 snipers from Russia operate in the area.
Defense intelligence officer Vadym Skibitskyi
told Donbas Reality, a project of RFE/RL, that
“according to our data, now the number of such
units is about 450 snipers.”
Former President Leonid Kravchuk, who is part
of the Ukrainian delegation of the Trilateral
Contact Group for ongoing peace talks, said on
March 3 that there is the risk that Russia might
pull out of the truce.
He stated that troops on the ground in the
Donbas have received permission to fire “warning
shots for suppressing enemy firing points.”
“We regard to this statement [by the self-proclaimed authorities of Donetsk People’s Republic]
as a threat to Russia’s unilateral withdrawal from
the ceasefire and a threat to disrupt the implementation of the Minsk agreements,” Mr. Kravchuk
said in reference to the Belarusian capital where
two peace agreements were brokered between
Ukraine, Russia, Germany and France.

NSDC of Ukraine

National security chief Oleksandr
Danilov speaks at a briefing in Kyiv on
February 26.
citizenship, allow them to vote, hold public
office and work as civil servants, UWC
President Paul Grod told The Ukrainian
Weekly in a previous interview.
It also contained provisions that would
prevent citizens of “countries occupying or
who are at war with Ukraine” of taking
advantage of dual citizenship.
Parliamentary members of Mr. Zelens
kyy’s Servant of the People party in late
January also submitted their version of a
dual citizenship bill.
It envisions reintegrating Ukrainians
with Russian passports from the Donbas
and Crimea, as well as Ukrainians working
in Russia.
Aside from people no longer counted in
the occupied areas as contributing to the
labor force, another factor for Ukraine’s
dwindling population is that many
Ukrainians have chosen to seek work
abroad, especially in the European Union
where they have enjoyed visa-free travel to

most member states since June 2017 when
a provision of the EU-Ukraine Association
Agreement took effect.
Last year, remittances from Ukrainians
working abroad equaled $12 billion, almost
five times the net direct foreign investment
into the country, Kyrylo Kryvolap, executive
director of the Center for Economy
Recovery, said in late January.
The previous two rounds of sanctions
geared toward resisting Russia’s aggression
and limiting its influence in the country
were imposed on February 2 and 19,
respectively.
Three television channels nominally
owned by pro-Russian lawmaker Taras
Kozak were taken off the air in the first
package of sanctions for being indirectly
financed by Russia and airing “disinformation and propaganda.” An associate of fellow lawmaker Viktor Medvedchuk, who cochairs the Opposition Platform-For Life
party, Mr. Kozak had his assets frozen and
prevented from conducting trade operations for five years.
In the second package of sanctions, Mr.
Medvedchuk – a powerful tycoon who
boasts Russian President Vladimir Putin as
personal friend – and his wife Oksana
Marchenko, as well as the common-law
wife of Mr. Kozak, were sanctioned.
They were accused of “financing terrorism.”
Mr. Medvedchuk and the party to which
he and Mr. Kozak belong accused the government of political repression and infringement on the right of freedom of speech.
Sanctions against Ukrainian citizens can
only be imposed under the strict exception
of terrorism and none of the NSDC’s accusations have been proven in court.
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by the Senate in February last year. (RFE/
RL, with reporting by the AP)

NEWSBRIEFS
(Continued from page 2)

Russian court sentences pro-Ukrainian activist

on allegations that he withheld military
assistance to Ukraine as part of a scheme to
pressure the Ukrainian government to
investigate Joe Biden, who at the time was
challenging Mr. Trump for the White House
and in November defeated him in the presidential election. Mr. Trump was acquitted

A Russian court has sentenced a proUkrainian activist from Moscow-annexed
Crimea, Oleh Prykhodko, to five years in
prison on terrorism charges that he and his
supporters have dismissed as politically
motivated. Ukrainian Ombudswoman
Lyudmyla Denisova said on Telegram that
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the Southern District Military Court in the
city of Rostov-on-Don on March 3 ordered
Mr. Prykhodko to pay a 110,000 ruble
(around $1,500) fine. Ms. Denisova called
the court’s ruling “unlawful” and “based on
fabricated charges of an attempted terrorist attack and plotting an arson attack
against the Russian Consulate in [Ukraine’s
western city of] Lviv in 2019.” In a statement, Ms. Denisova added: “I condemn the
unlawful verdict by the Russian court and
consider it retaliation from the occupying
government for Oleh’s pro-Ukrainian stance
[and] his public refusal to recognize
Crimea’s annexation by Russia.” She also
said that Mr. Prykhodko has a medical condition. “I call on the international community to continue its pressure on the Russian
Federation and demand the immediate
release of all Kremlin critics,” the statement
said. Mr. Prykhodko was detained in
October 2019 and charged with illegally
fabricating handmade explosives with the
intention of carrying out a terrorist act. He
was charged later with possession of illegal
explosives. Mr. Prykhodko denies all the
charges, calling them politically motivated.
Russia seized Ukraine’s Crimean Peninsula
in March 2014, sending in troops and staging a referendum denounced as illegitimate
by at least 100 countries, after Moscowfriendly Ukrainian President Viktor
Yanukovych was ousted amid a wave of
public protests. Rights groups say that since
then Russia has moved aggressively to prosecute Ukrainian activists and anyone who
questions the annexation. (RFE/RL)
EU envoys prolong asset freeze on Yanukovych
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European Union diplomats say ambassadors to the bloc have approved an extension of asset freezes imposed on former
Ukrainian President Viktor Yanukovych
and seven people in his inner circle over
the embezzlement of Ukrainian state funds.
Speaking on condition of anonymity, several EU diplomats who are familiar with the
matter said that the 27 envoys agreed on
March 3 to remove former Prime Minister
Serhiy Arbuzov and former Education
Minister Dmytro Tabachnyk from the sanctions list. They also gave their green light to
a six-month rollover of sanctions against
177 individuals and 48 entities the bloc
believes are responsible for the undermining of Ukraine’s territorial integrity. Both
sanctions regimes will officially be extended later this week. Brussels imposed the
measures against Ukraine’s pro-Kremlin
former president, family members and
close political allies shortly after the collapse of his government in February 2014.
Some of the people listed have challenged,
and sometimes won court cases against the
measure, leading to growing demands that
the list should be pared down further or
even scrapped. EU diplomats told RFE/RL
that there were discussions about removing from the list the former minister for
duties and revenues, Oleksandr Klymenko,
and the son of the ex-president, Oleksandr
Yanukovych, but that the pair will remain
under sanctions for now. In 2020, sanctions
imposed on former Prime Minister Mykola
Azarov and ex-Energy Minister Eduard

1152 Route 10 West, Suite N, Randolph, NJ 07869
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Stavytsky were lifted. Andriy Klyuyev, the
former head of Mr. Yanukovych’s presidential administration, was delisted the previous year. (RFE/RL’s Rikard Jozwiak)

Pro-Kremlin blogger placed on wanted list

Ukraine’s Security Service announced on
February 25 that it has put a pro-Kremlin
blogger and politician on its wanted list
after he failed to show up for questioning.
Anatoliy Shariy was charged earlier this
month with high treason and hate speech
and ordered to come in for questioning on
February 22. The SBU, as the service is
known, claims he helped organize pro-Russia media campaigns. Mr. Shariy denies the
accusations. Mr. Shariy is a former journalist who fled Ukraine for Spain in 2012 after
authorities opened a criminal case against
him for assault. He received asylum in
Spain, where he currently lives. Though his
initial investigative reporting targeted the
government of pro-Kremlin President
Viktor Yanukovych, he wrote critically
about the revolution that deposed him and
spoke out against the Western-leaning governments that followed. In 2019, he
launched the Party of Shariy, whose candidates won a few local elections in 2020. Mr.
Shariy is the latest pro-Russian politician to
face trouble in recent weeks. Ukraine earlier this month sanctioned lawmakers Viktor
Medvedchuk and Taras Kozak, who are
considered to be close to the Kremlin.
(RFE/RL)
Ukraine faces vaccine delays

A record number of COVID-19 patients
were taken to hospitals in Ukraine over a
24-hour period ending on March 3 amid
warnings from officials that there may be
delays in the delivery of the vaccine developed by the Chinese company Sinovac.
Health Minister Maksym Stepanov said on
March 3 that 3,486 people were hospitalized over the past day – the highest number
since the epidemic hit the country. Mr.
Stepanov said 7,235 new cases were registered over the past 24 hours with 185
deaths. Health authorities have reported
more than 1.3 million coronavirus cases
and over 26,000 deaths to date. Speaking
on television late on March 2, the minister
said that shipments of the Sinovac vaccine
would likely be delayed and warned that
“dirty information attacks” on his ministry’s work were hampering negotiations
with other vaccine suppliers. Mr. Stepanov
said the Chinese vaccine had been due to
arrive in the next few days, but he added: “I
gave an order to clarify the situation with
the counterparty, but something tells me
that there may be a postponement.” The
National Anticorruption Bureau has
opened an investigation into the signing of
a contract with a local intermediary to procure Sinovac vaccines that activists claim
was too expensive. Mr. Stepanov has denied
any wrongdoing. Ukraine started vaccinating its population after receiving 500,000
doses of the vaccine developed by the
British-Swedish company AstraZeneca last
month. It has been prioritizing health-care
(Continued on page 15)
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Ratings, Russia, reforms...
(Continued from page 1)
Opposition Platform – For Life, whose support largely
comes from eastern and southern provinces where
Russian-speakers predominate, promotes closer economic
and political ties with Moscow and is the second-largest
party in the parliament.
Mr. Zelenskyy next signed off on sanctions proposed by
his national-security council against Viktor Medvedchuk,
one of Ukraine’s richest and most powerful figures and a
longtime friend of Mr. Putin’s, as well as 19 companies and
eight individuals associated with him.
Mr. Medvedchuk, who chose Mr. Putin to be the godfather of his daughter, is one of the highest-ranking members
of the Opposition Platform – For Life party. The tycoon is
also believed to be the true owner of the television stations
that were shut down.
The measures targeting Mr. Medvedchuk freeze his
assets in Ukraine, including his bank accounts. The day
after they were imposed, the U.S. Embassy tweeted support for “Ukraine’s efforts to protect its sovereignty and
territorial integrity through sanctions.”
The embassy pointed out that “Mr. Medvedchuk has been
under U.S. sanctions since 2014 for undermining Ukraine’s
security, territorial integrity, and democratic institutions” – a
reference to measures imposed by the Treasury Department
in connection with Russia’s takeover of Crimea.
In announcing the measures against Mr. Medvedchuk,
the national-security council accused him of “financing terrorism.” Mr. Zelenskyy’s administration claimed the tycoon
is channeling money from his Russia-based refinery to the
separatists in eastern Ukraine.
The national-security council accuses Mr. Kozak of
financing propaganda, claiming his television stations
receive money from the sale to Russia of coal produced in
the separatist-controlled regions.
Mr. Medvedchuk has denied the accusations, calling
them “nonsense.”
“It is just a provocation in order to first close the three
TV stations, and then restrict me so that I either quit politics or leave the country,” he told the BBC in an interview
published on March 2.
A television star and comedian with no political experience when he campaigned for the presidency in 2019, Mr.
Zelenskyy promised to enact reforms recommended by
Western governments, curb corruption, take on the powerful
tycoons known as oligarchs, and do his best to end the war in
eastern Ukraine – a vow that resonated with voters weary of
a conflict that has killed more than 13,000 people since 2014.
Mr. Medvedchuk had served as a broker in peace negotiations and prisoner exchanges over the years, shuttling
between Ukraine and Moscow on his private jet for talks
with Mr. Putin, but was sidelined when Mr. Zelenskyy came
to power.
Mr. Zelenskyy’s administration claims that he is acting in
the interests of Russia, not Ukraine, and has been undermining the peace process through the media assets –
assertions he denies.
“We have come to the conclusion that as long as Mr.
Medvedchuk openly subverts the chances of Kyiv’s efforts
for a peaceful resolution, as long as he is able to seed discord, promote the Kremlin’s agenda and spread disinformation in Ukraine, our country will remain at war,” Andriy
Yermak, Mr. Zelenskyy’s chief of staff, said in a statement
posted on February 26 on the website of the Atlantic
Council, a Washington-based think tank aimed at policymakers and analysts in the United States.
Mr. Zelenskyy’s moves targeting Mr. Medvedchuk come
at a time when the president may feel a mixture of encouragement and pressure from the United States to lessen
Moscow’s influence and pursue political and economic
reforms that Western officials say would also help shorten
Russia’s levers of power over Kyiv.
Kyiv’s relations with the Trump administration were
badly strained. Mr. Biden – who pushed Kyiv to enact
reforms in Ukraine as vice president in 2009-2017 – has
vowed to be tough on Moscow and said on February 26
that the United States would “stand with Ukraine against
Russia’s aggressive acts.”
The dual message – support for sovereignty and pressure for reform – has been sent again since Mr. Biden’s
election in November 2020. In a Senate confirmation hearing on January 19, Secretary of State Antony Blinken said
that standing up to Russia was only half the battle: Unless
Ukraine tackles corruption and improves the rule of law, he
said, it will struggle to build a durable democracy.
Mr. Zelenskyy would have had little to show the new U.S.
administration on that front when Mr. Biden took office the
following day. Critics say the Ukrainian president has so far
largely failed to implement the economic and political
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changes urged by the United States and European Union
since his inauguration in May 2019.
He fired his pro-reform government in March 2020,
just six months after its formation, despite what people
like Mr. Williams say was noticeable progress on longawaited policies.
Among those who lost their job during the reshuffle was
Prosecutor General Ruslan Ryaboshapka, who was
admired in the West as tough on corruption. In an
announcement that analysts say was a clear message by
the Biden administration to Mr. Zelenskyy that he is not
doing enough to curb graft, the State Department on
February 23 named Mr. Ryaboshapka one of its 12 global
“anti-corruption” champions.
A day before that, Ukrainian authorities made their first
arrest ever in the alleged embezzlement of $5.5 billion
from PrivatBank, once the nation’s largest bank.
The United States and Europe have pushed Ukraine to
investigate the alleged theft ever since Kyiv nationalized
the bank in 2016. The United States has opened a criminal
investigation into its owners, including influential tycoon
Ihor Kolomoisky, on suspicion of money laundering.
“Courageous actions like these are an important step in
the fight against corruption,” the U.S. Embassy in Kyiv
tweeted following the first arrest.
Geopolitical factors notwithstanding, some analysts suspect the timing of Mr. Zelenskyy’s moves is aimed at
reversing a sharp drop in his poll ratings.
A survey conducted in January by the Kyiv International
Institute of Sociology showed that 23 percent of Ukrainian
voters would choose Mr. Zelenskyy from a list of potential
presidential candidates, down from more than 70 percent
at the start of his term in 2019 and 27 percent in
December 2020.
Former President Petro Poroshenko, whom Mr.
Zelenskyy crushed in a runoff in April 2019, was not far
behind at nearly 18 percent.
Mr. Zelenskyy’s Servant of the People party has also
experienced a drop in support. Its approval rating is 16
percent, behind both Mr. Poroshenko’s party, European
Solidarity, and Mr. Medvedchuk’s party, which have 18 percent and 17 percent, respectively.
“Mr. Zelenskyy has now obviously realized that pro-Russia television stations and politicians are causing a significant influence on his rating,” Yevhen Mahda, a political analyst at the Ukrainian Institute of Politics in Kyiv, told RFE/RL.
Mr. Mahda said that Mr. Zelenskyy had taken no action
after hinting early in his term that he had information about
alleged ties between Mr. Medvedchuk’s party and the
Russian business world. In response to an August 31, 2019,
question about Mr. Medvedchuk’s party, Mr. Zelenskyy told
reporters “we have the answers” about the amount of cash
it receives and from where. He said it would become a very
high-profile story “that will end very badly.”
The government’s move against Mr. Medvedchuk also
comes amid a struggle for control of the judicial system
and concerns about backsliding on efforts to reform it.
The outcome of that battle is likely to have major consequences for Mr. Zelenskyy and his relations with Western
governments and voters seeking change.
The Constitutional Court, which many in Ukraine suspect is under the influence of magnates like Mr.
Medvedchuk, in October 2020 dismantled key elements of
the nation’s anti-corruption legislation.
The court case that led to that development was initiated by members of Mr. Medvedchuk’s party and suspected
by critics to be aimed at undermining Ukraine’s relations
with the West.
The October 27 ruling has resulted in a months-long
standoff between the Constitutional Court and the
Zelenskyy administration over the future of anti-corruption legislation.
Steven Pifer, who was the U.S. ambassador to Ukraine
from January 1998 to October 2000, said the decline in Mr.
Zelenskyy’s approval ratings coincided with his backsliding last year on political and economic changes.
Reining in Mr. Medvedchuk is one way to “reinvigorate”
that reform program and potentially boost his popularity,
he said.
“I think he needs to re-instill a sense in the Ukrainian
population that he is carrying out the agenda he campaigned on two years ago. He still has an opportunity to do
this and I hope that these things we have seen mean that
he is now going to get serious about that,” said Mr. Pifer,
now a nonresident senior fellow at the Brookings
Institution in Washington.
Copyright 2021, RFE/RL Inc. Reprinted with the permission of Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty, 1201 Connecticut
Ave. NW, Washington DC 20036; www.rferl.org (see https://
www.rferl.org/a/zelenskiy-medvedchuk-ukraine-sanctionsmedia/31133538.html).
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Nashi Predky virtual spring
conference will focus on
East meets West theme
UHEC
SOMERSET, N.J. – The Nashi Predky Family
History Group of the Ukrainian History and
Education Center (UHEC) will hold its annual spring
conference virtually on April 10. This year’s theme –
“East meets West” – will feature Ukrainian genealogy-related talks and opportunities for virtual networking.
The morning presentations will include a talk on
using the Central State Historical Archives of Ukraine
(CSHA) in Lviv to conduct genealogical research.
Oksana Melnyk, a reference archivist at the CSHA,
will give a detailed overview of metrical records and
other documents at their repository and she will discuss how to use them for research. The second presentation by Michael Andrec, the UHEC’s archivist,
will explore approaches to “big data’’ genealogy
using Greco-Catholic birth and death records from
19th century Galicia. In his talk, he will review the
structure of such records and present his data management strategies and a custom computational tool
to assist in the assembly of kinship networks from
village-scale metrical records.
The third speaker of the day will be Andrew
Nynka, editor-in-chief of The Ukrainian Weekly and
Svoboda, who will discuss how researchers can use
the two newspapers to conduct genealogical
research. Rounding out the day will be Vincent Rees
of Cobblestone Freeway Tours. Mr. Rees will share
his experiences traveling to Ukraine to conduct family research, and he will share his experiences navigating archives in western Ukraine and Poland.
Information about Nashi Predky and the upcoming conference can be found at www.ukrhec.org/npconference. Conference registration for all sessions is
$50. There will also be a chance for virtual networking. To register by phone, readers can call 732-3560132.
The UHEC strives to foster a vibrant connection
between past and future generations by helping individuals explore Ukrainian history, spirituality, arts
and culture through educational programming, exhibitions, workshops and conferences. The Nashi
Predky Family History Group was launched in 2014
to provide researchers with a place to learn how to
explore their ancestral roots in Ukraine and southeast Poland. The group’s goal is to help individuals
learn about their own family histories, collect stories
and documents about their immigrant ancestors, get
advice on preserving family records. The UHEC offer
workshops on how to trace family lineage in both
Ukrainian and Polish archives.
Nashi Predky offers monthly virtual presentations
called Nashi Predky@Home, which features presentations on topics in Ukrainian history and genealogy.
The group also offers their Nashi Predky Virtual
Office Hours, where one can get help with historical
puzzles or mysterious documents. To find the schedule of these events and others offered by the UHEC,
readers may visit UkrHEC.org/calendar, and questions about the group or their activities can be
emailed to info@ukrhec.org.
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Ukrainian parishes in Illinois honor the memory of Maidan’s Heavenly Hundred
by Maria Korkatsch-Groszko
BLOOMINGDALE, Ill. – Since 2016, the
monument dedicated to Euro-Maidan’s
Heavenly Hundred (Nebesna Sotnia in
Ukrainian) in Bloomingdale, Ill., has been
the site of solemn commemorations dedicated to the more than 100 individuals who
were killed between February 18 and 21,
2014, during the Revolution of Dignity in
Kyiv.
On February 20, at St. Andrew Ukrainian
Orthodox Cathedral (Orthodox Church of
Ukraine) in Bloomingdale, Ill., the Very Rev.
Mitered Archpriest Victor Poliarny, vicar of
St. Andrew Ukrainian Orthodox Cathedral
and secretary for the Orthodox Church of
Ukraine in U.S.A., Canada, Australia and
Japan, officiated a memorial service alongside Rev. Mykhailo Leshchyshyn, assistant
pastor of St. Andrew Ukrainian Orthodox
Cathedral. Under the direction of John
Jaresko, the president of the church board
of St. Andrew, several members of the
church choir sang the responses during the
memorial service.
Ukrainian clergy of various confessions,

A table with helmets and cobblestones
from Euro-Maidan was on display in St.
Andrew Ukrainian Orthodox Cathedral.

as well as local, state and national dignitaries, and members of the Ukrainian community of Chicago took part in the solemn
commemoration.
Following the memorial service, Sergiy
Koledov, Ukraine’s consul general in
Chicago, and the Very Rev. Poliarny placed a
memorial wreath and flowers at the foot of
the monument to the Heavenly Hundred.
To date, the first and only monument in
the United States dedicated to the Heavenly
was unveiled on September 20, 2015, on
the grounds of St. Andrew Ukrainian
Orthodox Cathedral in Bloomingdale, Ill.
The monument was designed by Yevhen
Prokopov, a Treasured Artist of Ukraine
whose works have been exhibited and are
in private collections around the globe, and
it was designed by architects Orest Baranyk
and Roman Holowka.
In 2015, in an interview related to this
project, Mr. Prokopov discussed the symbolism portrayed in the monument. “I believe
that a work of art may have many allegorical
meanings but there should be one leading
idea that supports the content,” Mr.
Prokopov said. “The main idea of the monu-

Serhiy Koledov, Ukraine’s consul general in Chicago, places flowers at the base
of the monument to the Heavenly
Hundred.

John Jaresko

Pictured from left to right in front of the monument to the Heavenly Hundred are
Jaroslav Sydorenko, Mykola Sidelnyk, Nadiya Hnatyuk, Rev. Mykhailo
Leshchyshyn, Very Rev. Victor Poliarny, Consul General of Ukraine in Chicago
Serhiy Koledov, Oleh Fedak and Roman Holowka.
ment is that one main symbol (a cross) contains 100 crosses. One hundred human destinies are unified by one belief that gives
birth to one undying mass movement. The
blue crosses symbolize the souls of the
departed and the white of those heroes
whose destiny was to be spared. They stood
side by side on the Maidan and were unified
in their heroism. The highly polished steel
surface of the monument will reflect the sky,
which further supports the allegorical reference to the Heavenly Hundred.”
Observed on February 20 ever year, the
commemoration of the Heavenly Hundred
is an annual commemoration in Ukraine
and Ukrainian communities throughout the
world. It was established in 2015 by then
Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko to
honor the memory of those individuals
who died during the events of the EuroMaidan protests.
Due to the pandemic, this year a large,
public commemoration was not possible.
The Ukrainian Congress Committee of

UNWLA Branch 56 members help their members
schedule and receive COVID-19 vaccinations
by Patricia Zalisko
NORTH PORT, Fla. – Under the best of
circumstances, during the first weeks of its
rollout, it was daunting for capable adults
to hunt down a COVID-19 vaccine in the
state of Florida and in many other states.
For people who struggle with technology or
struggle with the English language, the
effort to schedule and secure a vaccination
could seem nearly impossible.
When the vaccine rollout occurred in
Florida, each county’s office of the state
Department of Health was left to decide for
itself how they would distribute the vaccine. Each county’s efforts were different.
Some counties’ distribution efforts, like
southwest Florida’s Lee County, made
international headlines for its long queues
of seniors camping out overnight at distribution locations. It was confusing even for
those who were able to navigate the multiple ways of trying to secure the vaccine and
who were willing to brave a system where

UNWLA Branch 56 former President
Ann Marie Susla registering a branch
member on Sarasota County’s vaccine
registration website.

overbooking and vaccine shortages were
commonplace.
By the beginning of February, Florida
adopted a statewide pre-registration system online, limited to those who could
provide proof of Florida residency. Those
who could demonstrate at least part-time
Florida residency and who qualified
(front line health care workers and those
65 years old and older) could pre-register in any county online for the vaccine.
But that system also required access to
technology. Moreover, some counties, like
Collier, Sarasota or Manatee, still hadn’t
begun using the statewide preregistration website and were using their own
registration methods instead. For many
without a computer or smartphone, it
was nearly impossible to schedule a vaccination.
As a result, members of Branch 56 of the
Ukrainian National Women’s League of
(Continued on page 14)

America-Illinois Division reached out to the
sixteen Ukrainian churches in Illinois with
a request that each honor the memory of
the Heavenly Hundred in their respective
parishes.
The memorial service at St. Andrew
Ukrainian Orthodox Cathedral was livestreamed on Facebook and can be found on
the St. Andrew Ukrainian Orthodox
Cathedral-OCU YouTube channel at http://
youtube/LNTY2u8GuPA. For additional
information, readers can also visit the following websites: uccaillinois.org, https://
www.facebook.com/UCCAILLINOIS and
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbhv4QU_vBFblh3FvrU77w.
Maria Korkatsch-Groszko, Ph.D. is vicepresident of the Ukrainian Congress
Committee of America-Illinois Division; and,
vice-president of the executive board of St.
Andrew Ukrainian Orthodox CathedralOrthodox Church of Ukraine, Bloomingdale,
IL.
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Akim Aliu: advocate for diversity in hockey
Part 2

Attempting to reassert his voice, Aliu wrote a 4,000word article for The Players’ Tribune on May 19, 2020,
headlined “Hockey is not for everyone” – a purposeful dig
at the “Hockey is for everyone” diversity campaign the
NHL has run since 1998. His story included Peters’ comments, Downie’s cross-check (see part 1) and other
descriptions of racial abuse in raw detail, prompting a
viral response way more positive than what Aliu heard
back after his original tweets. He formed direct relationships with activists like Alyssa Milano, Marshawn Lynch
and other NHL players.
Six days later came the George Floyd incident in
Minneapolis with Aliu marching in a Black Lives Matter
protest in Toronto, on the one hand, while also advocating
action on a different front. Conversations with fellow
Black players resumed, a common feeling emerged,
enough was enough and an organization was created with
Aliu and San Jose’s Evander Kane as co-heads. Colin
Kaepernick was a guest speaker offering advice at an early
meeting. Matthew Dumba, Trevor Dailey, Chris Stewart,
Wayne Simmonds and Joel Ward joined Kane and Aliu as
founding members of a new unified group calling themselves the Hockey Diversity Alliance. They officially
launched on June 8, 2020, with a mission to “eradicate racism and intolerance in hockey.” The group said they would
focus on community outreach and antiracism education.
Subsequently, the NHL invited the HDA to share its
objectives in a virtual meeting in late June, the players
using this as a chance to tell the commissioner about their
encounters with racism in the sport. In mid-July, the HDA
presented league officials with a presentation titled, “Our
ask of the NHL,” which included hiring targets for Black
personnel, funding to back grassroots initiatives and programming, and antiracism displays during the 2020 playoffs. The league came back with a postseason messaging
campaign around a catch-all hashtag, #WeSkateFor, lumping the Black Lives Matter movement together with the
pandemic and other unrelated causes.
Publicly, the sides seemed united. Privately, the HDA’s
frustrations were mounting. Talks continued with the
HDA’s advisory board replacing the players when meetings got too heated. Players made their voices heard elsewhere, most from afar, serving as sounding boards for
white players with questions and helping advance the discussions inside the bubbles that led to the NHL’s two-day
postponement in late August.
On September 11, 2020, the NHL responded to the HDA

with a document titled “Hockey’s commitment to cultural
change” that was geared toward erasing racism in hockey.
The text did not contain any definitive hiring targets or
specific funding, only vague vows on further engagements.
To HDA players this was evidence of an unbridgeable gap
with the NHL. To the league this was proof the HDA wanted to control the execution of the plan, were not willing to
compromise, and did not want to be partners. Several
Black NHL players, including P.K. Subban, winger J.T.
Brown and Vegas enforcer Ryan Reaves, decided to work
with the NHL on a series of inclusion committees rather
than joining the HDA. The league invited HDA members
onto each of the committees when they began meeting in
October, but the HDA declined. Aliu has thus far rejected
the notion the HDA would be better served by working
within the NHL’s structure, believing systemic change
requires a more radical approach.
Akim Aliu remains convinced he should be playing in
the NHL, he was incorrectly labeled un-coachable after the
Peters incident and that he was blackballed. He hopes to
learn the truth about why he wasn’t able to be successful
in the NHL once his ongoing case’s investigation concludes.
Despite his frustration with the NHL, Aliu believes the
HDA is making progress. He cites the hiring of three group
members – Ward (Las Vegas), Daley (Pittsburgh) and
Stewart (Philadelphia) – plus Florida’s Brett Peterson as
the league’s first Black assistant general manager as proof
that progress is being made. He has high hopes for ongoing conversations with Cleveland Cavaliers representatives about potentially building a basketball-hockey youth
program in the Cleveland area.
The coalition has successfully partnered with several
NHL sponsors in these days of newfound corporate support pushing for social justice across all sports. Sportsnet
is slated to produce antiracism education videos, while
Kraft Heinz and Scotiabank are building youth programs
in Toronto, Vancouver and Pittsburgh. The HDA’s message
to the NHL is that everybody is on board to do the right
thing, including the league’s partners.
Ironically, the NHL is also developing a Black youth
hockey program in Pittsburgh, which is to serve as a
model for other teams in the future. Should the HDA’s and
NHL’s pilot programs succeed and their efforts expand, the
landscape could consist of dueling grassroots programs
run by each group in the same locales, funded by the same
sponsors, with the same goals. One can only imagine how
much quicker and efficient the progress could be if the
HDA and the NHL worked in unison.

Facebook.com/AkimAliu

Akim Aliu from a 2015 photo.
In the meantime, Akim Aliu and his fellow HDA members keep fighting, together and alone.
About Akim Aliu: Born April 24, 1989, in Okene,
Nigeria, 6’4”, 225 lbs., Aliu has played right wing and
defense. He was the 56th overall selection by Chicago in
the 2007 NHL Entry Draft. Akim grew up in Kyiv, Ukraine.
His father, Tai, is Nigerian and attended university in Kyiv
on a track and field scholarship where he met and married
Larissa, a Ukrainian. Aliu considers himself a UkrainianCanadian and attests his family takes part in Ukrainian
culture. He would have eagerly played for the Ukrainian
national hockey team, if ever asked. Aliu speaks fluent
Ukrainian and Russian, and his parents moved to the
Toronto area in Canada when he was seven following the
Soviet Union’s demise. He played for three major junior
clubs in the Ontario Hockey League: Winsor, Sudbury and
London. He played for nine American Hockey League
clubs: Rockford, Chicago, Peoria, Abbotsford, Hamilton,
Hartford, Rochester, Oklahoma City and Cleveland. He saw
action in the East Coast Hockey League with Toledo,
Gwinnett, Colorado, Bakersfield, Florida, Atlanta and
Orlando. Overseas, he played in Sweden, Slovakia, Czech
Republic and the Kontinental Hockey League. In seven
career NHL contests he scored two goals, one assist and
accumulated 26 penalty minutes, all with Calgary (20112012 and 2012-2013). He played in 10 different leagues
and on 26 different teams.
Ihor Stelmach may be reached at iman@sfgsports.com.

UNWLA Branch 56...
(Continued from page 12)
America (UNWLA), based in North Port,
decided to dive in and help those of their
full-time members who lacked those
resources.
Some of these members didn’t have
someone like a family member who knew
their basic information. And some were fluent in another language (Ukrainian). All of
them, however, were friends whom their
fellow “Soyuzanky,” or Branch members,
knew. And one of the chief missions of the
UNWLA is fostering humanitarian efforts in
the Ukrainian population, in the United
States and abroad. As a result, this UNWLA
branch was helping their own members get
a COVID-19 vaccination.
More than 20 Branch 56 members,
about a quarter of their full-time members, were identified as lacking an e-mail
address and/or cell phone, or a phone that
could accept text messages – the methods
used to notify a registrant of an available
vaccine in Florida. Six volunteers of
Branch 56 stepped up to lend a hand,
reaching out to those members who needed help navigating the technology-driven,

Hospitality Chairperson Ksenia Kuz
mych reaching out on her tablet to preregister a branch member.

UNWLA Branch 56 member, Pat Zalisko, speaking with another Branch member
about vaccine registration using the Florida state website.

pre-registration process. They offered
their own e-mail addresses and cell phone
numbers to notify them when a vaccine
appointment became available for them.
Their offer of help was warmly received by
those who were contacted. They also

offered information, such as free or lowcost travel options to vaccine sites in their
respective vaccination counties.
Many thanks were offered by beneficiaries of the program to the volunteer efforts
of former Branch President Ann Marie

Susla, Branch Archivist Orysia Zinych,
Social Program Coordinator Ksenia
Rakowsky, Branch Treasurer Bohdana
Puzyk, Hospitality Chairperson Ksenia
Kuzmych and English-language Press
Secretary Pat Zalisko.
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Through
March 16
Chicago

Art exhibit, “Work, People, Art: Selections From the
Works Progress Administration Collection of the Illinois
State Museum,” Ukrainian Institute of Modern Art,
www.uima-chicago.org

Through April 18
Chicago

Art exhibit, “Not Afraid: Janice Elkins and Gina Lee Robbins,”
Ukrainian Institute of Modern Art, www.uima-chicago.org

Through May 20
Northampton, PA

Varenyky sales, Assumption of the Virgin Mary Ukrainian
Orthodox Church, 610-261-4575

March 8
Online

Webinar with Tamara Martsenyuk and Jessica Zychowicz,
“30 Years of Women’s Activism in Ukraine,” Harvard
University, Ukrainian Institute London

March 9
Online

Webinar with Maxim Tarnawsky, “Women in the Works
of Taras Shevchenko,” Taras Shevchenko Museum,
416-534-8662 or www.shevchenko.ca

March 10
Online

Book presentation by Yuliya Ladygina, “Bridging East and
West: Ol’ha Kobylians’ka, Ukraine’s Pioneering Modernist,”
Columbia University, https://harriman.columbia.edu

March 10
Online

Webinar with Yohanan Petrovsky-Shtern, “A ParadigmChanging Day: September 29, 1966, and Ukrainian-Jewish
Relations,” Harvard University, www.huri.harvard.edu or
617-495-4053

March 11
Online

Online camp experience, All Saints Camp and Me, Office of
Youth and Young Adult Ministry, Ukrainian Orthodox
Church of the U.S.A., www.uocyouth.org

March 12
Online

Webinar with Kathryn Ciancia, “On Civilization’s Edge: A
Polish Borderland in the Interwar World,” Stanford
University, creeesinfo@stanford.edu or 650-725-2563

March 12
Online

Virtual get-together, camp alumni and staff, All Saints
Camp, www.uocyouth.org

March 13
Online

Online embroidery workshop with instruction by Stefka
Lytwyn, “Embroidery for Beginners,” Oseredok Ukrainian
Cultural and Education Center, 204-942-0218 or
info@oseredok.ca

March 13, 20
Online

Online Pysanka Workshops, “Reawaken, Revitalize and Create
Pysankas,” Ukrainian National Museum, 312-421-8020 or
admin@ukrainiannationalmuseum.org (registration required)

March 14
New York

Concert, “Dream in Spring,” with violinists Solomiya
Ivakhiv and Juliette Kang, pianist Amy Yang, violist CheHung Chen and cellist Thomas Kraines, Music at the
Institute, Ukrainian Institute of America,
www.ukrainianinstitute.org or 212-288-8660 (limited
capacity in-person concert, livestream access online)

March 14
Southfield, MI

Cheese crepe sale, St. Mary the Protectress Ukrainian
Orthodox Cathedral, 248-321-9943 or
esymonenko@hotmail.com (pre-orders only)

NEWSBRIEFS
(Continued from page 10)
workers and soldiers. President Volodymyr
Zelenskyy had a coronavirus vaccine shot
on March 2 during a visit to eastern
Ukraine, where fighting between government forces and Russia-backed separatists
has claimed more than 13,200 lives since
April 2014. (RFE/RL, with reporting by
Reuters and RFE/RL’s Ukrainian Service)
Diplomats accused of smuggling gold and cash

The Security Service of Ukraine (SBU)
says it has disrupted a ring of former and
current Ukrainian diplomats accused of
smuggling hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of goods – including gold and
foreign currency. In a statement on March
1, the SBU said the diplomats, whose identities were not disclosed, used the diplomatic mail system and diplomatic documents to smuggle excise goods to and from
the European Union. According to the state-

ment, the group of diplomats illegally
moved foreign currency, gold and tobacco
items across the border. The SBU said its
counterintelligence officers, along with
investigators from the State Bureau of
Investigations (DBR), stopped a truck with
diplomatic license plates at the Yahodyn
customs point on the Ukrainian-Polish border. Officials of the Foreign Affairs Ministry
had tried to use the truck to smuggle to the
European Union $140,000, 67,200 euros
($81,100), 11,600 Polish zlotys ($3,060),
16 kilograms of gold worth some $530,000,
tobacco goods worth of $53,000 at black
market, it added. The statement added that
a probe has been launched into the affair,
saying the suspects, the number of whom
was not made clear, have not been officially
charged. “It is important to shine light on
such cases, make them public. We need to
break the shameful approach of not taking
the trash out of the house. It needs to be
taken out or we will be living in trash,”
Foreign Affairs Minister Dmytro Kuleba
said in a post on Facebook. (RFE/RL)
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March 15
Online

Webinar with Lubomyr Luciuk, “How People Live in Soviet
Russia: Impressions from a Journey” by Mendel
Osherowitch, Ukrainian Canadian Civil Liberties
Foundation, U.S. Committee for Ukrainian Holodomor
Genocide Awareness, www.ukrainegenocide.com

March 16
New York

Concert featuring organist Gail Archer, “A Slavic
Celebration: Trio of Gail Archer Concerts, Ukrainian
Program,” Columbia University, St. Jean Baptiste Church,
212-288-5082 or www.sjbny.org

March 17
Online

Webinar with Oksana Kis, “How to Survive Stalin’s Gulag
and Remain Human,” book discussion on “Survival as
Victory: Ukrainian Women in the Gulag,” Harvard
University, 617-495-4053

March 18
Online

Webinar, “Update on CUFTA: Benefits, Outcomes,
Successes and Difficulties,” Ukrainian Canadian
Professional and Business Association, Embassy of
Ukraine in Canada, https://ucpbaottawa.ca

March 20
Ottawa

Perogy Night (vaerenyk-making kits) fundraiser to benefit
HelpUsHelp charity, Carleton Ukrainian Students’ Club,
Ukrainian Youth Association Hall,
www.eventbrite.ca/e/cukrainians-virtual-perogie-nighttickets-142352950507

March 21
Online

Online children’s workshop, “Ukrainian Easter Eggs and
Legends,” Ukrainian History and Education Center,
www.ukrhec.org or 732-356-0132

March 22, 27,
April 5, 11
Somerset, NJ

In-person pysanka meet-up, Ukrainian History and
Education Center, www.ukrhec.org or 732-356-0132

March 23
Online

Online panel discussion, “DNA Testing and Family History
Research,” Ukrainian Genealogy Group,
https://meeting.zoho.com/meeting/register?sessionId
=1054635734

March 24
Online

Ivan Franko Memorial Lecture, with Olga Onuch, University
of Ottawa, chairukr@gmail.com or https://ucpbaottawa.ca

March 24
Online

Webinar with Michael Andrec, “Advanced Cyrillic for
Genealogists and Historians,” Nashi Predky Family History
Group, Ukrainian History and Educational Center,
www.ukrhec.org or 732-356-0132

March 27
Syracuse, NY

Paska Easter bread pre-sale, Syracuse Ukrainian National
Home, 315-478-9272 or events@syrucc.org

March 27
Jenkintown, PA

Easter Food Fest, Ukrainian Educational and Cultural
Center, www.ueccphila.org

Entries in “Out and About” are listed free of charge. Priority is given to events
advertised in The Ukrainian Weekly. However, we also welcome submissions
from all our readers. Items will be published at the discretion of the editors
and as space allows. Please send e-mail to mdubas@ukrweekly.com.
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